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In Light We Shall Win Our Freedom 

In Light Is Our Victory 
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 America, beloved country, whither goest thou? 
Whither goest thou in this hour of tribulation, of disunity? 

 Beloved ones, those who oppose the administration of 
this fair land know not what they do. For although they are 
expressing their free will and their freedom of conscience, 
they are creating divisions and schisms within the very 
earth itself. And chaos can only result in cataclysm, 
beloved ones, for nature does follow the course of 
mankind’s own rebellion. This is the Law, and the Law is 
just. And justice is freedom. Therefore, by the action of the 
mighty ray of justice, mankind are freed from their own 
wrongs and the elementals receive a new impetus of the 
glory of God.  
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In Light We Shall Conquer . . .

and say to the proud wave of human creation, “Thus far and
no farther!”3 And with that fiat of light, the return of man-
kind’s karma is upon them, both individually and collectively.
Until that fiat is made, mankind continue to sow and to sow
and to sow. But the reaping is not yet come until the mighty
flame of justice sweeps forth and declares that the end of
mankind’s degradation is indeed come.
I would urge upon you this day a renewed study of the

flame of freedom in all of its aspects—how it imparts to the
mind the freedom to go beyond reasoning power and logic
and to receive the intuitions of the heart and of the etheric
patterns that were the soul’s immortalmanifestation in the very
Beginning; how freedommanifests in a physical sense so that
the whole being of man sings with the glory of the elements.
Each flame in each of your cells is tied to the flame within

your heart, beloved ones, and mighty rays of light reach out
from the heart. There are millions of these rays in your very
own orbit, extending from your heart to each tiny cell. And
from the sun center of the cell there radiates forth to the heart
of each atom a like manifestation of these rays.
Man in his divine Reality is truly a manifestation of the

son of God. And if you could see yourselves as Moses saw
the identity of God in the flaming bush,4 as an actual flaming,
radiating spiral of light—the Tree of Life within you, with
millions of filigreed light rays going forth to illumine—you
would understand, then, the meaning of cosmos. You would
understand themeaning of theMacrocosm as it relates to the
microcosm and yourselves as you relate to the Infinite One.
Try to divest yourselves, blessed ones, of the concept of a

limited form, a finite body encased and wearisome, and real-
ize that you are indeed a star and in the fourth dimension as
well. And then you will feel the lightness of the air, the pres-
ence of the mighty air currents, and you will understand this
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America, beloved country, whither goest thou? Whither
goest thou in this hour of tribulation, of disunity?
Beloved ones, those who oppose the administration of

this fair land know not what they do.1 For although they are
expressing their free will and their freedom of conscience,
they are creating divisions and schisms within the very earth
itself. And chaos can only result in cataclysm, beloved ones,
for nature does follow the course of mankind’s own rebellion.
This is the Law, and the Law is just. And justice is freedom.
Therefore, by the action of themighty ray of justice, mankind
are freed from their own wrongs and the elementals receive a
new impetus of the glory of God.
Without the cosmic hammer of the Law, there would not

be an occasion to call forth the flame of illumination, which
calls a halt to [wrong] human action. There would not be an
occasion to call forth the sword of Truth, which cuts asunder
the tares and the wheat.2

You see, the angel of the LORDmust be able to stand forth
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expands. And as it expands, you expand with it, beloved
ones. And one day you shall know a freedom that I have
known for some time. I hope that you will even excel in that
flame of freedom which I have outpictured, for indeed the
teacher always desires that his pupil shall excel him.
And so I shall escort you as far as I can take you, as far as

I have mastered this mighty flame. But think not that there
are not new worlds to conquer and mighty reaches of space
to explore. Think not that there are not hosts of light waiting
to take you there and to take you farther and farther, until you
qualify to stand in the presence of the Holy One of God and
to receive his benediction that is directly [given] to you.
This may not take place, beloved ones, until many years

after you have ascended. But it shall come. For it is the desire
of the Father to receive every son back into his heart. To this
time, the archangels and the mighty Elohim have been those
who sit at the right hand of God, but mankind too may aspire
to this calling.
I bring this to your attention this night so that you may

have an expanded vision of the future and realize what the
flame of freedom can bring to you. And upon the crest of its
victory you will find victory upon victory upon victory, as the
mighty threefold flame within you expands to become one
with the Cosmic Threefold Unfed Flame that is nourished by
all the hosts of light throughout the universe, throughout
cosmos itself.
Beloved ones, the flower of my heart, the tiny violet, that

has turned its head in humility in the presence of the Christ,
that looks toward the ground—this little violet expresses so
beautifully the flame of freedom. For in its humility it has
found the understanding of divine grace and that freedom
is nigh.
This tiny violet worships freedom. And in its devotion to
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as being part of your own physical form, even as the four ele-
ments in all of the manifestations of nature are a part of each
one of your four lower bodies.
Themighty fire descends through the etheric form to give

you the vision of the Christ consciousness. The mighty cur-
rents of the air free the mind, and the waters from the heart
of Neptune* do assuage the emotional bodies of mankind.
And Mother Earth raises her hands and gives to your physical
form the blessings of the currents of her love.
Beloved ones, as you contemplate the manifestation of

the threefold flame in the figure eight in your forms and then
realize how much you are a part of the four lower bodies of
the earth itself, you will more easily be able to expand and
contract your own individual consciousness. Thus you can be
in China or in Peru or anywhere upon the earth that you so
desire to be at a given moment, simply by the act of medita-
tion and the ritual which was taught to you by beloved Leto.5

It is a good and proper thing for alchemists of the sacred
fire to work on these matters, to try themselves in these ritu-
als and to manifest the powers of the Christ in all dimensions.
For this new freedom gives to you not only mastery over phys-
ical substance and over the elements, but it also gives you a
sense of oneness with all of life and with the Infinite.
For as you expand yourself through space, beloved ones,

how can you not but capture the fragrance of the stars, the
immortal lifewaves that pulsate through the ethers? You must
have a greater sense of freedom concerning your position so
that you are not tied to a place, to a house, to a room, but that
the universe is your native land and your eternal home and
that you yourselves are everywhere present in this universe,
even with God and his Christ.
The message of freedom, then, expands and expands and
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*Neptune and Luara are hierarchs of the water element on planet Earth.



corners of this system of worlds. And they are gathering there
in their councils with the mighty priests of the sacred fire to
determine just how much of an allotment of the sacred fire
and of the violet flame can be dispensed to the mankind of
earth during the coming Independence Day celebrations,
when the flame of freedomwill be held high and in the hearts
of all men.
I go forth to see what the Karmic Board and what the

God andGoddess of this system of worlds* will decree. For we
are determined to release to the mankind of earth all of the
fire of our hearts and the love of freedom that we have that
can possibly be given unto them this year. We do this so that
we might hold the balance, in some measure, for that which
must come about through the nature kingdom.
Beloved ones, I leave you with my love and my greetings

of the sacred fire. And I take withme the essence of your love.
I carry this, together with the record of your devotion and the
records of the devotion of all the students of light upon this
planet (which I bear as a mighty scroll), to the hierarch of the
Violet Planet. And so shall he write (and give his stamp of
approval) that the mankind of earth have warranted so much
of the cosmic fire, and so much shall be given.
In the name of theGod of Freedom, in the name of Alpha

and Omega, I say to you one and all: In light we shall conquer!
In light we shall win our freedom! In light is our victory!
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*Helios and Vesta are the Father-Mother God of this solar system.
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that flame the beautiful purple comes through, uncontami-
nated by all of the densities of human creation. That purple
fire scintillates, and it sings the anthem of the free beneath
the feet of mankind, who tread upon that little flower. For
they have not yet understood its dedication nor the mercy
flame invoked by the elementals who form those precious
ones. Nor have they understood the flame of precipitation,
the flame of God-truth which surrounds each little violet with
its precious leaves that are the shape of a heart, the heart of
God, where the flame of freedom abides.
May you abide also in his heart, even now. For his heart is

in you, and you are in him. Andmay the violet—that fourfold
flame* of God’s lily—teach youmore about the four elements
and how they relate to your four lower bodies. May it teach
you more about the threefold flame, the white-fire core, and
the golden flame of illumination that rises up to proclaim its
God-identity.
Beloved ones, in nature is the key. Long ago I discovered

that I could read all of the laws of God simply by observing
his kingdom in nature. Mankind have so departed from his
laws that to observe them is a mite confusing to the spiritual
seeker, for he does not understand how the laws of God are
operative in the behaviors of mankind. But when we turn to
nature, there is perfect order and harmony where that nature
is left alone. So you see, if mankind could but transfer the
understanding which the elementals have and apply it to their
own society, that society would become a living testimony to
the laws of God and to his flame of freedom.
I take my leave of you now, for I must go to the heart of

Omri-Tas, to the violet planet,6 where there is being held this
night a mighty conclave of cosmic beings, of those who serve
the violet flame. And they are coming, precious ones, from all
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*A violet flower usually has five petals, but some varieties have four.



Decree for the Great Cosmic Light

*Beloved Glorious I AM Presence,
Beloved Father Supreme:

May the Light of Cosmic Illumination,
The Light of the Violet Fire of Freedom’s love,
The Great Cosmic Light and
The Light of Cosmic Victory
be poured in from cosmic sources
like the power of a million Niagara Falls
ceaselessly descending

to permeate the atmosphere of earth,
eradicate all entities,
all maya, glamour, and karma,
and replace them all
by the Great Cosmic Light!

And bring in Saint Germain’s
great golden age
with one mighty impulse

that wipes from the record and memory
of Life in a flash

all that was never intended to be! (3x or 33x)*

(Give the following section once.)

Beloved Glorious I AM Presence,
Beloved Father Supreme,
Beloved Mighty Victory, beloved Goddess of Liberty,
and beloved Goddess of Light,

Beloved Helios and Vesta,
Beloved Alpha and Omega:

**I AM, I AM, I AM the authority for and
I AM, I AM, I AM the Great Cosmic Light

for the earth and all Life thereon
here, now, and for always! (3x)**

Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM! Beloved I AM!

And in full Faith . . . †
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†This decree is printed in the decree book Prayers, Meditations and Dynamic Decrees for Personal
and World Transformation (#1778), p. 47, no. 5.03.

“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All theWorld to Manifest as Pearls ofWisdom.”
This previously unpublished dictation by Saint Germain was delivered
by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare
Prophet on Saturday, May 6, 1967, at La Tourelle, Colorado Springs,
Colorado. [N.B. Bracketed words have been added for clarity in the writ-
ten word.] Part 1 of this Pearl of Wisdom is published in this volume, no.
45. (1) At the time this dictation was given, Lyndon B. Johnson was
president of the United States and the Vietnam War (1954–75) was
sparking major protests against U.S. involvement in that war. By 1967
increasing numbers of Americans were becoming dissatisfied with the
conflict. Some, especially students, intellectuals, academics and clergy-
men, opposed the war on moral grounds. Campus protests were wide-
spread. By the summer of 1967 fewer than 50 percent of polled citizens
said they supported how the president was conducting the war. In Octo-
ber 1967 at least 35,000 demonstrators staged a mass protest outside
the Pentagon. Many more Americans, not part of any peace movement,
opposed the war because of the increasing American casualties and the
lack of evidence that the United States was winning. (2) Tares among
the wheat.Matt. 13:24–30, 36–43. (3) “Thus far and no farther!” Job
38:9–11. (4) Exod. 3:2–4. (5) Leto. On October 28, 1990, Elizabeth
Clare Prophet spoke of the ascended lady master Leto, who has given
teaching on soul travel through the I AM Activity and our organization.
Mrs. Prophet has explained that we engage in soul travel in our finer
body while we sleep at night so that we may be of service through work-
ing on world problems, and we also study in the retreats of the Great
White Brotherhood on the etheric plane. In the lecture, Mrs. Prophet
spoke of the use of the Ashram Rituals for soul purification and as spir-
itual preparation and protection for soul travel. For further information or
to place an order, see El Morya, Ashram Notes (hardbound); Ashram
Rituals (booklet); audio album Ashram Rituals, 2 CDs; available at
http://Store.SummitLighthouse.org/. (6) The Violet Planet is a golden-
age planet at the etheric level whose evolutions have served and
invoked the violet flame for aeons. Omri-Tas is the Ruler of the Violet
Planet. His aura carries such an intensity of violet flame that it exceeds
the size of planet Earth. The Violet Planet’s inhabitants also include
144,000 priests and priestesses of the sacred fire. On the Violet Planet,
the evolutions use the violet flame to tend to the needs of daily life—to
clean their homes, to care for and purify the planet, and even to wash
and bathe in. Violet-flame angels and violet-flame elementals perform
menial chores and tasks, which allow the citizens time to pursue the
path of adeptship and to serve other planetary homes, including Earth.
The Violet Planet once approached a similar crisis as the people of
Earth face today. But the servants of God were galvanized by the call
of the representative of the Divine Mother and turned the tide through
invoking the violet flame. They saved their planet and went on to a
golden age.
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